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1
, (multiplicity-free space) $\ddagger I\urcorner$ (strongly
visible action) .
, ,
( 2.1 ). , $\mathcal{H}$ $G$
$\pi$ (multiplicity-free) , $G$-
End$c(\mathcal{H}):=\{f\in$ End $(\mathcal{H})$ : $\pi(g)\circ f=f\circ\pi(g)(\forall g\in G)\}$
1. , $W$ $G$ $\varpi$
, $G$ $\mathcal{H}^{c}arrow W$ $G$
$(\pi,\mathcal{H})$ 2. ,
, .
T. Kobayashi , ( )
( 23, 24 ), ( )
,
[9, 11] ( 2.10 ).
,
.
, ( ) $V$ $G_{\mathbb{C}}$
, $V$ , $v$
( 3.1 ). ,
( 23 )
( 33 ).
$*$ ( : , :
, , 2009 8 25 -28 ) .
1 , . , $\dim \mathcal{H}<\infty$
, dimHom$c(\tau,\pi)\leq 1(\forall\tau\in\hat{G})$
.
2 $\varpi$ , dim Hom$c(\tau,\varpi)\leq 1(\forall\tau\in\hat{G})$ .
, $\varpi$ , ([9,
Proposition 1.5.5$])$ .
1689 2010 1-9 1
, [16, 18] , [17] [16]








(cf. [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 14]).
$V$ ( ) , $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ . $V$
$G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $\varpi$ : $G_{\mathbb{C}}arrow GL_{\mathbb{C}}(V)$ . , $\mathbb{C}[V]$
$G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $\pi$ $f\in \mathbb{C}[V]$ $g\in G_{\mathbb{C}}$
$f(v)\mapsto(\pi(g)f)(v)=f(\varpi(g)^{-1}v)$ $(v\in V)$
.
2.1. $\pi$ , $(G_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ (multiplicity-free
space) .
, $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $H_{\mathbb{C}}:=[G_{\mathbb{C}}, G_{\mathbb{C}}]$ . , $G_{\mathbb{C}}$
.
V. Kac , $\varpi$ ([6]).
, 14 $(H_{\mathbb{C}}\cross \mathbb{C}^{\cross}, V)$ . , 1
$\mathbb{C}^{\cross}$ , $(H_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$
3. , $(H_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ , $H_{\mathbb{C}}$ $V$
$H_{\mathbb{C}}\cross \mathbb{C}^{\cross}$ . , $(H_{\mathbb{C}}\cross \mathbb{C}^{\cross}, V)$
.
, C. Benson-G. Ratcliff [1] A.
Leahy [14] .
$(G_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ $V$ 2 . , $V=V_{1}\oplus V_{2}$
. , $V_{1}\oplus V_{2}$ $H_{\mathbb{C}}\cross \mathbb{C}^{\cross}$ $H_{\mathbb{C}}$ (
, $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $V$ ) 4.
$3(SL(2n+1, \mathbb{C}), \wedge^{2}(\mathbb{C}^{2n+1}))$ $(S\dot{\mu}n(10, \mathbb{C}),\mathbb{C}^{16})$ .
$4(H_{\mathbb{C}}\cross \mathbb{C}^{\cross}, V_{1}\oplus V_{2})$ , $(SL(n, \mathbb{C}), \mathbb{C}^{n}\oplus \mathbb{C}^{n})(n\geq 3)$ $(SL(m, \mathbb{C})\cross$
$SL(2, \mathbb{C})\cross SL(n, \mathbb{C})\cross \mathbb{C}^{\cross},$ $(\mathbb{C}^{m}\otimes \mathbb{C}^{2})\oplus(\mathbb{C}^{2}\otimes \mathbb{C}^{2n}))(m>2, n\geq 2)$ . , $(\mathbb{C}^{m}\otimes$
$\mathbb{C}^{2})\oplus(\mathbb{C}^{2}\otimes \mathbb{C}^{2n})$ $m,$ $n>2$ $SL(m, \mathbb{C})\cross SL(2, \mathbb{C})\cross SL(n, \mathbb{C})$ .
2
, $(\pi, \mathbb{C}[V])$ . Cartan-Weyl
, $G_{\mathbb{C}}$
. $\rho_{\lambda}$ $\lambda$ $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ .
$(G_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ , $(\pi, \mathbb{C}[V])$ ,
$\pi\simeq\bigoplus_{\lambda\in\Lambda}\rho_{\lambda}$
. , A , $\mathbb{Q}$ $\lambda_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $\lambda_{k}$
$\Lambda=\mathbb{N}\lambda_{1}+\cdots+\mathbb{N}\lambda_{k}$ .
2.2. A , $(G_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ (rank)
.
, $\varpi$ R. Howe-T. Umeda [5]





$G$ , $D$ . , $G$ $D$
5.
2.3 ([9, Definition 3.3.11). (strongly visible)
, $D$ $S$ $D$ $\sigma$
:
$D’:=G\cdot S$ $D$ , (V. 1)
$\sigma|_{S}=id_{S}$ , ( $S$ .1)
$\sigma$ $D’$ $G$- . (S.2)
$S$ (slice) .
$\backslash$
2.4. , (visible) ([9, Theorem 4]). $G$ $D$
(visible) , $D$ $S$ 6,
(V.1) , $x\in S$ $J_{x}(T_{x}S)\subset T_{x}(G\cdot x)$
. , $D$ .
2.5. 23 $S$ , .
$5G$ . 27 .
$6T_{x}S\cap J_{x}(T_{x}S)=\{0\}$ $x\in S$ .
3
, . , 1
.
.
26. 1 $\mathbb{T}:=\{z\in \mathbb{C}:|z|=1\}$ 1 $D:=\mathbb{C}$
. $z\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$ , $z$ $\mathbb{T}\sim$ $\mathbb{T}\cdot z$





2.1: $\mathbb{C}$ $\mathbb{T}$- $S$
$S:=\mathbb{R}_{+}=\{r>0\}$ , $\sigma(z)=\overline{z}(z\in \mathbb{C})$ . , $\mathbb{T}\cdot \mathbb{R}_{+}=\mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}$




$\mathcal{H}_{+}:=\{z=x+\sqrt{-1}y:x\in \mathbb{R}, y>0\}$ . 2
$G:=SL(2, \mathbb{R})=\{g\in GL(2, \mathbb{R}):\det g=1\}$ $\mathcal{H}_{+}$
:
$g \cdot z=\frac{az+b}{cz+d}$ , $g=(\begin{array}{ll}a bc d\end{array})\in SL(2,\mathbb{R})$ . (2.1)
$SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ , . $G$
$\mathcal{H}_{+}$ , $S:=\{\sqrt{-1}\},$ $\sigma(z)=-\overline{z}(z\in \mathcal{H}_{+})$
.
, $SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ $K:=SO(2)=\{g\in SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ :
$t_{gg=}I_{2}\}$ 7. $SO(2)$ $g$ $\theta\in \mathbb{R}/2\pi \mathbb{Z}$
$7SO(2)$ $SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ .
4
$g\equiv g(\theta):=(\begin{array}{ll}cos\theta -sin\thetasin\theta cos\theta\end{array})$
. , $SO(2)=\{g(\theta):\theta\in \mathbb{R}/2\pi \mathbb{Z}\}$ . $z\in \mathcal{H}_{+}$ z $\neq\sqrt{}$[ ,
$z$ $K$- $K\cdot z$
. , V $K$ . , $\mathcal{H}_{+}$




$S:=\{\sqrt{-1}r:0<r<1\}$ , $\sigma(z)=-\overline{z}(z\in \mathcal{H}_{+})$ , $K\cdot S=$
$\mathcal{H}_{+}\backslash \{\sqrt{-1}\}$ $\mathcal{H}_{+}$ , $\sigma|_{S}=$ id$s$ , $\sigma$
$K$ .
$\mathcal{H}_{+}$ $D_{1}:=\{z\in \mathbb{C}:|z|<1\}$ $SL(2, \mathbb{R})$
8. $SL(2, \mathbb{R})$
[9, Example 5.4.1] [10, Example 2.3] .
2.8. $SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ $\mathcal{H}+$ ( $D_{1}$ )
, $G/K=SL(2, \mathbb{R})/SO(2)$
. $G/K$ . $A:=\{$diag $(a,$ $a^{-1}):a>0\}$ ,
$\mathcal{H}_{+}$ T$\mathbb{R}+$ $G/K$ $AK/K$ . 2.7
, $G/K$
$G/K=K\cdot(AK/K)$
. , $G$ $G=KAK$ ( )
$G/K$ .
$8SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ $D_{1}$ (2.1) .
5
29. $S$ . , $SL(n, \mathbb{C})$ $\mathbb{C}^{n}$
$(n\geq 2)$ . $S_{0}:=\{\vec{e}_{1}\},$ $\sigma(v)=\overline{v}(v\in \mathbb{C}^{n})$ ,
. , $\vec{e}_{1},$ $\ldots$ , $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ . , $\sigma$
$S_{n}=\mathbb{R}^{n}$ . $\dim S_{0}=0,$ $\dim S_{n}=n$
.
( ) , , ( )
(cf. [9, 12, 13]). , $[$ 19$]$ .
( ) , ([9, 11]).
, $D$ $G$-
$\mathcal{V}$ , $x\in S$ $\mathcal{V}_{x}$
$\mathcal{O}(D, \mathcal{V})$
. , $\mathcal{V}$ $D\cross \mathbb{C}$ , $\mathcal{O}(D, \mathcal{V})$ $D$
$\mathcal{O}(D)$ , $\mathcal{O}(D)$ $G$ , .




$V$ $($ ) , $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ .
$V$ $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $\varpi$ : $G_{\mathbb{C}}arrow GL_{\mathbb{C}}(V)$ .
$G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $G_{u}$ . ,
.
3.1 $([$ 16, 18$])$ . 2 .
(i) $(G_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ .
(ii) $G_{u}$ $V$ .
3.2. 3.1 (ii) , $G_{u}$ .
3.1 ,
, , $G_{u}$ $V$ $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $V$
, .
3.1 (ii) $\Rightarrow(i)$ , .




3.3 ([16, 18]). $(G_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ , $G_{u}$ $V$
( 3.1 ), $S$ $V$ $\sigma$
:
(a) $S$ $(G_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ .
(b) $\sigma$ . , $\sigma\circ\sigma=$ id.
34. $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $V$ , 33 $S$
([18, Theorem 1.2]). ,
9.
3.5. 3.3 (a) , [10, Conjecture 3.2] ,
.
, 3.1 33 .
, case-by-case ,
. [16, 18] .
[16] $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $V$ . Kac
$(G_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ 14 ,
3 , $S$ $\sigma$ :
Type 1 ([16, Section 3]). $G_{u}$
. , [9, 13, 20]
.
Type 2 ([16, Section 4]). $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $U(m)\cross Sp(n)$ .
Type 3 ([16, Section 5]).
(cf. [4, 15]).
[18] $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $V$ .
Benson-Ratcliff Leahy , $(H_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ 12 .
, $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ $(\tau, V)$ $L_{\mathbb{C}}$ $(\rho, V)$ , $\tau=\rho\circ\varphi$
$\varphi$ : $G_{\mathbb{C}}arrow L_{\mathbb{C}}$ , $G_{\mathbb{C}}\prec L_{\mathbb{C}}$
. $\prec$ . 3.1 33
‘ ’ ([18, Lemma 2.3,
Definition 2.4] $)$ . , ,
, .
$(G_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ ( $G_{\mathbb{C}}$ ) 22 [18,
Table 2.3].
9 $(U(3)\cross Sp(n), \mathbb{C}^{2}\otimes \mathbb{C}^{2n})(n\geq 2)$ $[$ 16, Lemmas 4.1, 4.2].
7
, $(G_{\mathbb{C}}, V)$ , $S$
$\sigma$ . 21 $V=\mathbb{C}\vec{e}_{1}+\cdots+\mathbb{C}\vec{e}_{N}$ $V_{\mathbb{R}}=\mathbb{R}\vec{e}_{1}+\cdots+\mathbb{R}\vec{e}_{N}$
. , $e_{1}arrow,$ $\ldots$ , $e_{N}arrow$ $V$
$(\dim V=N)10$ . 1 Type3
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